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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh [ll]. Several other 
authors have applied fuzzy sets to various branches of mathematics. In this paper 
we apply the concept of a fuzzy set to the elementary theory of vector spaces and 
topological vector spaces. Our notation and terminology for fuzzy sets follows 
that of [ll]. For the definitions of fuzzy topological spaces, product and quo- 
tient spaces we follow Wong [9, lo] and Chang [2]. 
2. SUMS AND SCALAR PRODUCTS OF Fuzzv SETS 
Throughout this paper E will denote a vector space over K, where K is the 
space of real or complex numbers. 
DEFINITION. Let R 1 ,..., A, be fuzzy sets in E. We define 8, :< *.* x -II,, 
to be the fuzzy set A in En whose membership function is given by 
P.&I ,..., 4 = minb,+(.q),..., P.~,(.G)). 
Letf: E” + E,f(x, ,..., x,) = x1 + ... + x, . We define A, + -.* + A, =f(A). 
For X a scalar and B a fuzzy set in E, we define XB = g(B) where g: E + E, 
g(x) = Ax. 
LEMMA 2. I . (a) For h # 0, p&x) = /~~((llA) X) for all x E E. For h = 0, 
(b) For all scalars X and all x E E eL’e have pne(.r) ,: pB(s). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E, F be vector spaces over K, and let f be a linear map 
from E into F. Then, for all fuzzy sets A, B in E and all scalars h, 
(4 f(A + B) =f(A) +f(B); 
(b) f @A) = xf (A)- 
Proof. (a) Let M = {f ( ) x:x~E}andw~F.Wewanttoshowthata=b, 
where a = ~~(~+e)(w), b = ~r(a)+&w). Assume first that w 4 M. Then a = 0. 
Also, if x, y EF with x + y = w, then at least one of the x, y is not in M 
and thus min{pl(a)(x), spun} = 0. It follows that, for w 4 M, we have 
b = 0 = a. Assume next that w E M. Given E > 0, there exists z E E, with 
f(z) = w, such that ~~+~(z) > a - E. H ence there are x, y E E, with x + y = z, 
such that 
mink&h PB(Y)I > a - c. 
Since f(x) + f (y) = w, we have 
b 2 mink,)(f (x)), pfb)(f (y))) 
2 minb,h), h(Y)) > a - E. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we get b 3 a. On the other hand, given E > 0, there 
exist z 1 , x2 in F, with z1 + z2 = w, such that 
b - 6 < minbw&d, PHI. 
Taking E < b (if b = 0, then a = 0 and we have nothing to prove), we have that 
x1 , z2 E M. Therefore, there are xi , x2 in E, with f (x1) = z1 and f (x2) = z2 , 
such that 
b - E < mW&J, P&&. 
Since f (x1 + x2) = w, we get a > b - E and hence a 3 b because E > 0 was 
arbitrary. This proves (a). 
(b) Let w EF, c = pEluta)(w), d = flu,,,). If w $ M, then c = d = 0. 
Suppose that w E M. If h # 0, 
c = tLfMUI~4 = f(z)=(l,A)s, pA(x) = f(;yu h+) sup z ’ 
Next assume that h = 0. If w # 0, then c = 0. Also 
d = sup /.+,,&) = 0 
fW-m 
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since, whet-if(x) = w + 0, x # 0. For w = 0, we have 
d = SUP kl‘4G9 = CLcL469 = yAb% 
f(s)=0 
This completes the proof. 
C'OROLLARY 2.3. A(-4 + B) = hd f XB for all fuzzy sets =2, B in E and 
all scalars h. 
LVe omit the proof of the following easily established lemma. 
LERliV.4 2.4. Let A, ,..., A, , B, ,..., B, be fuzzy sets in E and put A = 
-4, .~ . . . - -4,, , B = 4 + a.- + B,,, , F = A, + ... + A,, + B, c ... + B,,, . 
Then F -= &-I + B. 
An ordinary subset A of E can be considered as a fuzzy set with member- 
ship function equal to the characteristic function of A. In this way we may 
consider sums of the form A + B where one (or both) of the A, B is an ordinary 
subset of E. For N E E and B a fuzzy set, we define .Y + B = {x} + B. 
Let fp: E--f E, f Jr) = x + y. One can easily show the following lemma. 
LE~IA 2.5. Let A be an ordinary subset of E and let B be a fuzzy set. 
Then 
(i) x + B =f,(B); 
(ii) P~+B(~) = PS(~ - .2.); 
(iii) ;1 + B = VIEA (x + B). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A, A, ,..., A, be fuzzy sets in E and h, ,..., h,, scalars. 
The following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) 4-4, + -*- + AnA, c A. 
(2) For all x1 ,..., x, in E, we have 
P,&& + ... + &AJ b min{p,4JQ..., cla,(.yn)i 
PYOOf. (I) G- (2) 
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(2) 3 (1) By rearranging the order if necessary, we may assume that 
Ai # 0 for i = l,..., k, and hi = 0 for k < i < n. Let x1 ,..., xk be elements of E. 
For all y1 ,..., ynpk in E we have 
P”(Q1 + *** + 4~~) 3 minh41(~l),..., CL&J, ~,4~+~b~L ~.4~(3)~-k% 
Since k@) = SUP,,E I-L.@)~ we get 
CCA(Qi + .a* + LA) 2 minh,(4..., CL&~), h~,+,(Oh.--, ~A,(W 
Now, 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A, B be fuzzy subsets of E. Then 
(1) A+OBCA; 
(2) A + 0B = A $ SUP,,E PM d SUP,,E 1-44. 
Proof. (1) Pa@ + w = P/4(4 3 min{p,(x), ~a( y)}. Hence (1) follows 
from Proposition 2.6. 
(2) Suppose that sup ~Jx) < sup ,oa(x) = ~~~(0). Then 
CL~+&) = SUP [mi4k4(4, ~B(Y)II = mWb1(4~ CLOBVO~ = CL.~(+ 
r+!J=l: 
On the other hand, if pA(z) > sup pB(x) = p&O) for some Z, then 
Pi+&) = minb&), POB(W < ~~(4~ 
and hence A + OB # A. 
3. FUZZY SUBSPACES 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy set F in E is called a fuzzy subspace if 
(i) F+FCF; 
(ii) hF C F, for every scalar h. 
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LEMM.-~ 3.1. Let F be a fuzzy set in E. Then, the following are equivalent. 
(I) F is a subspace of E; 
(2) For all scalars k, m, we have kF + mF C F; 
(3) For all scalars k, m, and all x, y E E, we have 
p&v + my) > min{p&), CL~(Y)).. 
Proof. Clearly, 1 Z- 2. Also (2) and (3) are equivalent by (2.6). 
(2) =- (I) FfF=lF+lFCF, 
kF=kF+OFCF. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E and F be vector spaces over K and let f be a linear map 
from E into F. If ;Z is a fuzzy subspace of E, then f (A) is a fuzzy subspace of F. 
Similarity, -f-l(B) is a fuzzy subspace of E whenever B is a fuzzy subspace of F. 
Proof. For k, m scalars, we have 
kf(A) + mf(A) = f(k.4 + mA4) Cf(-4) 
which shows that f (A) is a fuzzy subspace of F. -41~0, 
Hence j’ -l(B) is a fuzzy subspace by 3.1. 
We omit the proof of the following easily established proposition. 
PROPOSITIOY 3.3. If A, B are fuzzy subspaces of E and k is a scalar, 
then -3 I B and kA are fuzzy subspaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If (AJiEl is a family of fuzzy subspaces of E, then 
,4 = nAi is a fuzzy subspace. 
Proof. 
p,.,(ms + ky) = inf pA (mx + ky) 
&I 
Hence the result follows from 3.1. 
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4. CONVEX, BALANCED, ABSORBING FUZZY SETS 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy set A in E is said to be 
(a) ConvexifkA+(l -k)ACAforallk~[O,l]; 
(b) Balanced if kA C A for all scalars k with j K 1 < 1; 
(c) Absorbing if E = Uk,O kA. 
We omit the proofs of the next two easily established propositions, 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a fuzzy set in E. Then, the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(1) A is convex (balanced). 
(2) CL,& + (1 - 4~) Z mintpA,( K,(Y)) for all X,Y E E and all 
k E [0, I] (am > pA(x) for all k with I k / < 1). 
(3) For each d E [0, 11, the ordinary set 
is convex (balanced). 
A, = {x E E: am 3 d} 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For a fuzzy subset A of E, the following are equivalent. 
(1) -4 is absorbing. 
(2) For each x E E, supk>,, pA(kx) = 1. 
(3) For each d, with 0 < d < 1, the ordinary set 
A, = {x E E: pA(x) > d) 
is absorbing. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let E, F be vector spaces over K and let f: E.+F be a 
linear map. If A is a convex (balanced) fuzzy set in E, then f (A) is a convex (balan- 
ced) fuzzy set in F. Similarly, f -l(B) is a convex (balanced) fuzzy set in E whenever 
B is a convex (balanced) fuzzy set in F. 
Proof. We will prove the result for the convex case. The proof for the 
balanced case is similar. Let k E [0, l] and A a convex fuzzy set in E. Then 
kf(A) + (1 - k)f(A) =f(kA + (1 - k) A) Cf(A), 
which proves that f (A) is convex. Assume next that B is a convex fuzzy set in 
F and let k E [0, 11. Set 
M = kf -l(B) + (1 - k) f -l(B). 
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Then, 
f(M) = hf(f-l(B)) + (1 - K)f(f-l(B)) c kB + (I - k) B c B, 
and hence A3 Cf-r(B). 
One can also prove easily the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let f : E + F be a linear map and 9 an absorbing fuzzy set 
in F. Then f-‘(A) is an absorbing fuzzy set in E. 
Using 2.3 we get the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If A, B are convex (balanced) fuzzy sets in E, then A + B 
is a co7tve.z (balanced) fuzzy set in E. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If {Ai}io, is a family of convex (balanced) fuzzy sets in E, 
then A = r)Aj is a convex (balanced) fuzzy set in E. 
Proof. Let 0 :..-: d < 1. Then 
(s E E: cL,&) > d) = n {x E E: cL&) > d}. 
iPI 
Since the intersection of a family of ordinary convex (balanced) subsets of E is 
convex (balanced), the result follows from 4.1. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a fuzzy set in E. The convex (balanced) hull of ;2 is 
the intersection of all convex (balanced) sets in E which contain A. 
By 4.6, the convex (balanced) hull of =1 is the smallest convex (balanced) 
fuzzy set in E which contains A. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let --f be a fuzzy set in E. Then, the balanced hull of -4 is 
the fuzzy set u1,,161 h-4. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the fuzzy set B = (J1~1~r hA is contained in any 
balanced fuzzy set which contains A. Since B3 A, it suffices to show that B is 
balanced. Let a E K, 1 a 1 < 1, and x E E. Then 
pB(.f) = sup pAa < sup pa&as) .< sup pAA = pB(ax). 
‘hl<l !A)<1 IhIS 
Hence aB C B, by 2.6. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let ,4 be a fuzzy subset of E. Then the convex hull co(r2) of 
9 is the set 
B = u ]X,A + ... +/\,d:h, >O,E& = 1; . 
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Proof. It is clear that A C B C co(A). We will finish the proof by showing 
that B is convex. To this end we first observe that h((JA,) = xL4, and that 
= ah,A + ... +ah,A+(1-~)K,il+~~~+(1-u)k,ACB, 
since Cy aXi + CL, (1 - a) kj = 1. It follows that &I + (1 - a) B C B, 
which completes the proof. 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy set A is absolutely convex if it is both convex and 
balanced. The convex balanced hull of a fuzzy set B in E is the intersection of all 
absolutely convex fuzzy sets in E which contain B. 
One can easily prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let A be a fuzzy set in E. Then the following are equivalent 
(1) A is absolutely convex. 
(2) UA + bA C ,4 for all scalars a, b, with / a 1 + 1 b / < 1. 
(3) p,Juzc + by) > min{pa(x), am} for all x, y E E and all scalars a, b 
with Ial +lb[ <l. 
(4) For each d E [0, 11, the ordinary set 
24ild={x~E:pA(x)>d} 
is absolutely convex. 
Using an argument similar to that used in the proof of 4.8, we prove the follow 
ing proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. The convex balanced hull of a fuzzy set A is the fuzzy se 
U( X,A+...+X,A:~I~iI~l). 
5. QUOTIENT SPACES 
LEMMA 5.1. Let F be a fuzzy subspuce of E. Then 
(1) pF(x) < ~~(0) for all x E E; 
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(2) The ordinary set 
F,, = {x E E: ,u&) = ,1+(0)) 
is un ordinary subspace of E. 
Proof. (I) OF C F. Thus, by 2.6, 
PF(O) = PF(W 2 PFW 
for all .r E E. 
(2) Let a, b be scalars and let N, y E F, . Then 
pF(ax + by) > minb&), PF(YN = PFW 
Hence ax + by E F,, by (1). 
DEFINITION. For F a fuzzy subspace of E, we define the quotient space E/F 
to be the ordinary quotient space E/I;, . 
For x E E, we denote by k the element of E/F to which x belongs. Let 4 = qF 
denote the quotient map. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If A is a fuzzy set in E, then 
q-‘(q(4) = F, + 24. 
Proof. Let B = q-l(q(A)). Then, for each z E E, 
CL&) = Pad4 = SUP44 = SUPtL‘4(~ -Y) 
XE? .WFo 
= sup cLs+Z&) = &+.4(s). 
YEFO 
6. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy topological vector space is a vector space E equipped 
with a fuzzy topology such that the two maps 
(a) $:E x E+E 
(XT Y) - x + y 
(b) a,kKx EdE 
(A, x) 4 Ax 
are continuous when K has the usual topology and E x E, K x E are given the 
product fuzzy topologies. 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy topology r on the vector space E is called translation 
invariant if x + A E T for all x E E and all A E 7. 
409/58/I-10 
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LEMMA 6.1. If E is equipped with a translation invariant topology, then each 
map fz: E + E, y + x + y, is a homeomorphism. 
Let E be a fuzzy topological vector space and let F be a fuzzy subspace. Let 
q: E + E/F denote the quotient map and consider, on E/F, the quotient fuzzy 
topology. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If the topology of E is translation invariant, then q is an 
open map. 
Proof. Let V be open in E and A = q(V). To prove that A is open in E/F 
it suffices to show that q-l(A) is open in E. But, by 5.2, 
q-l(A) = F,, + V = u (x + V). 
XEFO 
Hence q-l(A) is open as a union of fuzzy open sets. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let X1 , Y1 , X, , Yz be fuzzy topological spaces and 
f1: Xl + y, , f*: x*-t y, 1 
open maps. Then the map 
fi xfz:X1 x XZ-+Yl x Y,, (x5 Y> -+ (f&),fz(Y)) 
is open. 
Proof. The sets of the form A x B, with A open in X, and B open in X2 , 
form a base for the open sets in XI x X, . Since 
(fi x fJ (A x B) = f,(A) x fa(B), 
the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let E be a fuzzy topological space whose topology is transla- 
tion invariant. If F is a fuzzy subspace, then E/F with the’quotient fuzzy topology 
is a fuzzy topological vector space. 
Proof. Let 
+:E x E-+E, (x9 Y) - x + y, 
&: E/F x E/F+ E/F, (%$)+-a +j. 




E/F x E/F 
@F 
l W 
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Let W’ be a fuzzy open set in E/F. Then the set F’ = (q 0 $)-’ (IV) is an open 
set in E x E. Since q x q is open by 6.2 and 6.3, the fuzzy set CT1 = (q x q) (V) 
is open in E/F x E/F. But VI = c$$(?V). This shows that 4F is continuous. The 
proof of the continuity of the map 
is similar. 
41~: K x E/F+ E/F, (A, a> + hi, 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let {Ei}ie, be a family of fuzzy topological vector spaces 
over K and let E = JJ Ei with the product fuzzy topology. Then E is a fuzzy 
topological vector space. 
Proof. Let pi: E + Ei denote the ith projection map and 
4: E x EAE, (x, y) + s i ? 
cf+ Ei x Ei 4 Ei , (s, 4’) ---f .\’ + 2’. 
The following diagram is commutative. 
Ei x Ei 
oi 
l Ei 
Since pi :< pa is continuous, the composite & o (pi x pi) is continuous. Since 
each pi 0 C$ is continuous, it follows that + is continuous by [lo, Theorem 3.11. 
Similarly we prove that the function 
4: K x E+E, (A, x) ---, xx, 
is continuous. This shows that E is a fuzzy topological vector space. 
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